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5.   MegalitWc burials at Erladrnne in Jurala Project area, Mahaboobnagar District
Erladinne (Long. E 77° 42' 15" & Lat. N 16° 20' 15") is a roadside village in Atmakur Taluk of
Mahboobnagar District. It is 15 km. away from taluk headquarters and hos a cornecting bus service.
The river Krishna flows to the right of the village upto 1 km. and to the south-east of this village about
3 km. away. A dam named Priyadarsini Jurala Project is under construction across the river Krishna
at Revulapalli.
The village is dotted with and surrounded by low granetoid hillocks. Dry cultivation is folio*
wed. The river also deposits various raw material and alluvial soils. Nodules of chert, chalcedony and
crystal flakes are scattered along the river bank and agricultural fields upto 1 km. distance. The river
is fed by streams and nallahs and its banks are thickly vegetated. Fluted cores and blades made on chert
are found in clusters at places where the granitic outcrops exists. This sort of geographical environment
has facilitated the growth of prehistoric cultures starting with mesolithic finds as evidenced by fluted cores,
microliths, and flakes found in plenty here. Sufficient evidence of neolithic culture is traced in the form
of well grounded celts, sling balls and broken mullers. At Appampalli, further north of Erladinne at a
distance of 2 km., the polishing grooves can be seen. It is not out of place here to mention two neolithic
settlements at Utnur and leej in Gadwal taluk, close to the river Tungabhadra though far away from the
river Krishna.
At Erladinne, megalithic culture isxnore in evidence as can be seen by the cairn circles numbering
more than 100. In close proximity of this burial complex a ten hectares, early historic habitation site ha*
also come to light. Brick structures and cultural mileau of this period are often unearthed in course of
agricultural works. All these evidences clearly show that the area around Erladinne was occupied right
from the prehistoric to early historic times.
From the collection of numerous stone sculptures, this village might have been called as Veerula-
dinne now known as Erladinne.
Two megalithic bunal sites situated on the left bank of the river Krishna ar5 excavated this year,
At the two burial complexes, it is found that the granite boulders aligned for the circles were rolled down
from the adjacent hillocks, 'the 1st locality is a road side area, where the circles are not more than ten.
Of these, three burials now excavated are intact. In the second locality more than hundred cairn
circles, of different sizes are found, of which three circles are opened. This complex is very close to the
river and an early historic habitation site. The results of the digging are described below.
Locality-I
Burial Mo. 1 ; This is on the eastern periphery of the 6 m. burial complex. The burial spot is
higher than its surroundings, and aligned with 17 granite boulders. Outside the circle, the ground is
well preserved by spreading quartz and granite pebbles. The space in between each circle boulder is
filled with cobbles.

